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Looking at Ella’s figure as she flew away, Alejandro frowned, and hundreds of emotions flooded his 

heart. 

 

An old man from the Cabello family, at this time, stepped forward and whispered to jackie, “Young 

Master jackie, are you really going to let her go? Just like that? What if she returns to her place and tells 

the others about what happened here? For the sake of our safety, I’d suggest killing her now! She’s 

injured and less of a match for you!” 

 

However, the old man’s proposal was met with a cold and vicious stare from jackie. “Since when are we 

a fan of going back on our word? We promised to spare her!” 

 

jackie ceased talking and a dry smile crawled onto his face. “Besides, she has given us so much useful 

information! Information that could save our lives. If she hadn’t told us all that, we’d have gone out 

recklessly and entered the territory of the Alliance Guard. And when we enter their territory, do you 

think we’d have a chance to live?” 

 

” jackie’s right. Ella told us a lot of useful information!” 

 

Alejandro bobbed his head approvingly. “Besides, even if she doesn’t tell us, the hundreds of thousands 

of people will soon be discovered by the people here. This is something that will happen sooner or later. 

jackie’s absolutely right about improving our marital arts status. The only thing we can do right now is to 

strive to raise our martial level. As for our safety, we’re temporarily safe. Ella had said that we’re near to 

the Nine Armies and the people of the Nine Armies will not kill us, at least!” 

 “Alright. Let’s continue to look for spirited grasses! But we also have to be careful! After all, the people 

of the Nine Armies are not united!” 

 

jackie nodded and led everyone to continue flying forward, searching for spirited grasses. 

 



Frankly speaking, there was a generous amount of second-grade and third-grade spirited grasses in this 

forest, but fourth-grade spirited grasses were rare. 

jackie and the group wandered and scavenged through the forest the whole day but could not find any 

fourth-grade spirited grass. Fortunately, they collected plenty of third-grade spirited grasses! 

 

Something truly worth mentioning was that jackie and the group had finally met Yule, Lizzie, and some 

other young people of the White family that afternoon! 

 

Their spirits brightened immediately at the sight of each other. Yule, Lizzie, and the young people, 

whose martial levels were not high, were living in fear for the past few days, fearing that they might run 

into some monster beast of true god level. 

 

At night, jackie naturally continued to create and refine some third-grade elementary-level pills. On this 

very night, jackie’s success rate of refining third-grade pills had improved a lot, this included the speed 

of refining. He was refining six sets of pills and three sets of them were successfully created. So, he 

harvested three sets of third-grade elementary-level pills. 

 

After seeing this amazing alchemy talent of jackie, although the crowd felt heavy in their hearts, they 

started to see light at the end of the tunnel again. 

 

After all, third-grade alchemists were rare and hard to be found. 

 

“We have six fighters of first-grade ultimate god level and six third-grade pills. Let’s take one for each of 

us. And I think the pills will help us to raise our martial level by at least two grades!” 

 

jackie smiled as he distributed the pills to Nash, Kenneth, Titus, and Alejandro. Each of them got 

themselves a pill. 

 

“Heh? You will give it to us just like that? I don’t have to trade it with anything? I…I haven’t gathered the 

needed materials for this pill yet!” 



 

Kenneth held the precious pill on his palm, hand trembling. He could hardly contain his excitement right 

now. 

 

“I can’t use six pills alone for now. I can see that we have stabilized our first-grade ultimate god realm. 

Hmm. Tomorrow! Let’s do it tomorrow! We’ll continue to search for more spirited grasses during the 

day, and at night, we’ll find a remote cave for the six of us to hide. Let’s attempt to break through to the 

third-grade ultimate realm. It’s difficult to break into a different and a higher realm, but it should be 

easier to make a breakthrough to a different grade within the realm. 


